How Structured Water Helps the Planet
It Has Infinite Possibilities!
Ultimate Structured water well units can more efficiently remove excess minerals
and suspended gases including sulfur smell. The efficiency of the unit and the
well, which draws ground water, is exponentially enhanced when the heavy
discharged water is returned to the source or well. This process is called
Entrainment and it causes all elements to return to their family - their source. As
a result, all wells using this same source ground water are enhanced and
eventually they will produce water as clear and clean as if there were a unit on
every well.
1.

The exchange between nature's systems always creates a surplus
of energy.

2.

Water exists within almost every religious system as the
expression of mans connection to the inner harmonies and rhythms
in nature.

3.

Man became dysfunctional with the harmony of nature during the
advent of civilization.

4.

Water is the great mediator between the energetic and material
worlds, between the realms of pure light and matter.

5.

Water has no inherent form of its own; water embraces the form of
everything it comes into contact with.

6.

Water becomes the carrier of life, the chief communicator channel
between life energies.

7.

Water is the accumulator, transmitter and transducer of energies
and is continually transferring life processes from one system to
another in its helical evolutionary manner.

8.

The connection with water was lost by man when he turned away
from internal insight, which comes through nature's rhythms and the
energy of life cycles around us.

9.

Explosive hydrocarbon technologies are robbing the earth of its
oxygen resources at an alarming rate.

10. The wonder of oxygen, with its ability to capture and transport nonvectored or feminine quality life force energies, is our single greatest
resource.
11. The depletion of oxygen overshadows all other pollution
concerns.
12. Water has the ability to hold memory through its geometric
structuring.
13. A very simple test for measuring anomalous water is its freezing
points. Structured water freezes at a lower temperature.
14. Structured water increases minerals, medications or any other
supplement absorption to 100 percent.
15. Through the process of entrainment, Structured Water continues its
life giving properties long after its intended use.
16. Assimilating Structured Water requires no physical energy.
17. Structured water, in its perfection, knows what is good for life and
what is not by the negative and positive charges on each component
18. There are 66,000 pollutants that can be dissolved in water.
19. Water becomes dead water when run through 300 feet of straight
pipe.

